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Abstract

In this paper, we study the performance driven multiw ay cir-
cuit partitioning problem with consideration of the signi�-
can t di�erence of local and global interconnect delay induced
by the partitioning. We dev elop an e�cient algorithm HPM

(Hierarc hicalP erformance driven Multi-level partitioning)
that simultaneously considers cutsize and delay minimiza-
tion with retiming. HPM builds a multi-lev el cluster hierarc hy
and performs various re�nement while gradually decompos-
ing the clusters for simultaneous cutsize and delay minimiza-
tion. We provide comprehensive experimental justi�cation
for each step involv ed inHPM and in-depth analysis of cut-
size and dela y tradeo� existing in the performance driven
partitioning problem. HPM obtains (i) 7% to 23% better de-
lay compared to the state-of-the-art cutsize driven hMetis

[11] at the expense of 19% increase in cutsize, and (ii) 81%
better cutsize compared to the state-of-the-art delay driven
PRIME [2] at the expense of 6% increase in delay.

1 Introduction

Circuit partitioning divides a given circuit into a collection of
smaller subcircuits while satisfying the given area and/or pin
constraints. Due to substantial adv ances in VLSI technol-
ogy , designers are facing enormous increase in system com-
plexit y. As a result, the divide-and-conquer methodology
is indispensable in order to make the VLSI layout prob-
lem tractable. The conventional objective of partitioning is
to minimize the number of connections among the subcir-
cuits. The problem m ust be partitionedinto smaller sub-
problems with minimal amount of interconnections so that
each subproblem can be solv ed e�ectiv ely and e�ciently.
How ever, many sources including NTRS (National Tech-
nology Roadmap for Semiconductor) predict that 80% or
more of the critical path dela y will be directly linked to
interconnect in deep submicron geometries. Thus, address-
ing interconnect issues in all steps involv ed in VLSI design
process has become another essential goal. Under the new
interconnect-centric design paradigm, partitioning is seen as
the crucial step that de�nes the local and global intercon-
nects [1] as illustrated in Figure 1. T o meet the perfor-
mance requirement of today's complex design, partitioners
m ust consider the amount of interconnect induced by par-
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Figure 1: Role of partitioning under the interconnect-centric
paradigm. Global interconnects are shown in thick lines.

titioning (measured by its cutsize) as well as its impact on
performance (measured by its delay). Cutsize minimiza-
tion helps to lower the possibility of critical paths crossing
partition boundary multiple times, thus improving perfor-
mance. In addition, a proper model of dela y estimation
for partitioning has direct impact on delay minimization.
Many proposed cutsize driven partitioners do not consider
delay, while many proposed delay driven partitioners do not
consider cutsize. Asa result, there is a strong need for a
performance driven partitioner that considers both cutsize
and delay and provides smooth cutsize/delay tradeo�.

Most of the performance driven circuit partitioning algo-
rithms can be grouped into tw o categories; bottom-up clus-
tering and top-down partitioning. The performance driven
bottom-up clustering problem is to group gates into clusters
under the upper bound of area and/or pin constraints so that
the delay of the circuit is minimized. In [12], the authors
proposed an e�cient labeling based clustering algorithm to
achieve the minimum delay for combinational circuits under
simplistic delay model. [16, 18, 20] extend this work to con-
sider more general delay model. P an et al. [17] proposed a
polynomial-time clustering algorithm for sequential circuits
with retiming that achieves quasi-optimal delay under gen-
eral delay model. The current state-of-the-art is established
by PRIME [2] that provides signi�cant space and time com-
plexit y improvement of [17] while maintaining quasi-optimal
delay solutions. However, these methods face one orboth
of the following limitations: (i) they produce much worse
cutsize compared to the con ventionalcutsize driven parti-
tioning, which in turn translates into more routing area and
congestion problem, (ii) it is hard to con trol area balance
among blocks and sometimes fail to obtain exact number of
bloc ks.

The performance driven top-down partitioning problem
has been studied actively especially during recent years. The
problem is to divide a circuit into predetermined number
of partitions while maintaining the area of each partition
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within user speci�ed range. The primary objective of the
problem is to minimize the delay of the circuit. Many of
the proposed methods adopt two popular techniques for im-
proving delay; retiming and logic replication. Shih et al.
[19] proposed an algorithm to satisfy the timing constraints
between registers. Hwang and Gamal [10] showed that logic
replication from one block to another can improve cutsize
and delay. Liu et al. [15, 14] proposed an e�cient algorithm
to combine logic replication and retiming for bipartitioning.
Cong and Lim [6] provide cell move based formulation for si-
multaneous cutsize and delay minimization. However, these
algorithms may su�er a long runtime for large circuits and
do not guarantee any optimality.

In this paper, we study the performance driven multi-
way circuit partitioning problem with consideration of the
signi�cant di�erence of local and global interconnect delay
induced by the partitioning. We develop an e�cient algo-
rithm HPM (Hierarchical Performance driven Multi-level par-
titioning) that simultaneously considers cutsize and delay
minimization with retiming. HPM builds a multi-level cluster
hierarchy and performs various re�nement while gradually
decomposing the clusters for simultaneous cutsize and delay
minimization. During the clustering phase of HPM, a delay
driven clustering [2] builds the initial cluster structure to
ensure the best possible subsequent retiming, which is then
extended by a cutsize driven multi-level clustering [5]. Dur-
ing the re�nement phase of HPM, simultaneous cutsize and
delay driven partitioning [6] is performed. We adopt the
existing multiway partitioning framework [4] to overcome
the limitation of recursive bipartitioning approach. Lastly,
the delay result is further improved by retiming [13]. We
provide comprehensive experimental justi�cation for each
step involved in HPM and in-depth analysis of cutsize and de-
lay tradeo� existing in the performance driven partitioning
problem. HPM obtains (i) 7% to 23% better delay compared
to the state-of-the-art cutsize driven hMetis [11] at the ex-
pense of 19% increase in cutsize, and (ii) 81% better cutsize
compared to the state-of-the-art delay driven PRIME [2] at
the expense of 6% increase in delay.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides formulation of the performance driven multi-
way partitioning problem with retiming. Section 3 presents
HPM algorithm. Section 4 provides our experimental results.
Section 5 concludes the paper with our ongoing research.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Motivation

Most of existing algorithms on performance driven cluster-
ing and partitioning consider only combinational circuits.
They do not consider retiming by assuming that the posi-
tions of ipops are �xed [12, 16, 14, 20, 6]. Retiming is a
very important sequential circuit optimization technique for
delay minimization by repositioning ipops. Traditionally,
retiming is performed during logic synthesis and su�ers from
the problem of inaccurate routing delay estimation. On the
other hand, if we perform retiming after partitioning, re-
timing can be performed under more accurate routing delay
estimation. However, the capability of retiming is limited
by the partitioning solutions as illustrated in Figure 2. The
two partitioning solutions in Figures 2 have the same cut-
size of 1 and delay of 4, where node delay is assumed to be 1
and inter-block delay is 2. Separate step of retiming can be
performed for both solutions. For the solution (a), retiming
cannot help to reduce the delay. However, retiming can re-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

 delay = 4
cutsize = 1

delay = 4 delay = 3

Figure 2: Advantage of simultaneous partitioning and re-
timing for delay minimization. Critical path is shown in
thick lines.

duce the delay of the solution (b) from 4 to 3. This indicates
that if we consider retiming during partitioning, we tend to
achieve better results with smaller delay.

2.2 Problem Formulation

A sequential gate-level circuit is represented as a hyper-
graph H(V;EH), where V is the set of nodes and EH is
the set of hyper-edges. Each node represents a gate in the
circuit. Each hyper-edge represents a subset of nodes con-
nected by one net in the circuit. Correspondingly, a circuit
is also represented as a directed retiming graph G(V;EG;W )
where V is the set of nodes representing gates in the circuit,
EG is the set of edges representing the connections between
gates, and W is the set of edge weights. A directed edge
e(u; v) denotes the connection from gate u to gate v, and
w(e) denotes the number of FF's on the connection. A fan-
in set of vertex v is de�ned as FI(v) = fuju 2 V and e =
(u; v) 2 EGg, and fan-out set of vertex v is similarly de�ned
as FO(v) = fuju 2 V and e = (v; u) 2 EGg. A set of pri-
mary inputs is de�ned as PI = fvjv 2 V and FI(v) = ;g,
and a set of primary outputs is de�ned as PO = fvjv 2
V and FO(v) = ;g.

A balanced duplication free K-way partitioning B =
fB1; B2; � � � ; BKg with retiming solution R(V ) = fr(v) j
8v 2 V g of given G(V;EG;W ) satis�es the following condi-
tions:

� Bi \ Bj = ; for i 6= j and B1 [ B2 [ � � � [BK = V

� �i � jBij � �i for given �i and �i, 1 � i � K

� wr(e(u; v)) = w(e(u; v)) + r(v)� r(u) � 0

� r(v) = 0 for all v 2 PI and v 2 PO

We measure cutsize for given partitioning solution B of
a sequential circuit, denoted c(B), for area estimation of B.
Cutsize is de�ned to be the total number of hyper-edges that
connect vertices in di�erent partitions. We measure clock

period (or alternatively named delay) for given partitioning
solution B of a sequential circuit, denoted �(B), for perfor-
mance evaluation of B. In \general delay model" [16, 17, 2],
each node v has a delay of d(v), and each edge e(u; v) has a
delay of d(e) = D if u and v are in di�erent partitions, and



d(e) = 01 otherwise. The delay of a path p = (u! v) from
u 2 V to v 2 V , denoted d(p), is de�ned to be the sum of
d(e) and d(v) for edges e and nodes v on p. A zero-weight
path p is a path with w(p) = 0. The delay �(B) induced
by partitioning B is the longest path delay among all com-
binational paths, i.e., �(B) = maxpfd(p)jw(p) = 0g. The
delay ratio corresponds to d(e)=d(v), which is equivalent to
D in case we assume d(v) = 1 and e connects vertices in dif-
ferent partitions. This serves as a �rst-order approximation
of how big global interconnect delay is compared to local
interconnect delay. Our objective is to minimize both �(B)
and c(B).

3 HPM Algorithm

We present HPM (Hierarchical Performance driven Multi-level
partitioning) algorithm in this section. HPM builds a multi-
level cluster hierarchy and performs various re�nement while
gradually decomposing the clusters for simultaneous cutsize
and delay minimization.

3.1 Overview of HPM Algorithm

HPM consists of two phases, namely clustering and re�ne-
ment. During the �rst step of clustering phase of HPM, a
delay driven clustering algorithm PRIME [2] builds the ini-
tial cluster structure with consideration of subsequent re-
timing. Then, retiming is performed on top of clustering
result. Next, a cutsize driven clustering algorithm ESC [5]
adds more level to the cluster hierarchy in the second step.
During the re�nement phase of HPM, a simultaneous cutsize
and delay driven partitioning algorithm xLR [6] is performed
while decomposing clusters at each level. We adopt the ex-
isting multiway partitioning framework PM [4] to overcome
the limitation of recursive bipartitioning approach. PM com-
putes a matching of blocks to be generated and simultane-
ously applies xLR bipartitioner on top of every block pair.
Finally, the delay result is further improved by retiming [13]
on top of partitioning result.

The description of HPM algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
Let Ci denote the cluster hierarchy at level i, C0 being the
original circuit. C1 is computed using PRIME clustering, fol-
lowed by RETIMING on C1. ESC computes Ci for 2 � i � h
in bottom-up manner, where h denotes the height of clus-
ter hierarchy. PM obtains matching M of blocks for pairwise
multiway re�nement at each level i. Then, xLR bipartition-
ing is applied on top of each block pair to re�ne partition
Bi in top-down manner. Finally, RETIMING is applied on B0

to obtain the �nal partitioning result B, and the B along
with its cutsize and delay are returned. HPM requires two
parameters, namely cluster size limit L and delay ratio D.
Section 4.2 and Section 4.4 demonstrate the impact of these
parameters on cutsize and delay minimization.

3.2 Delay Driven Clustering with Retiming

In the �rst step of the clustering phase of HPM, we use the
state-of-the-art delay driven clustering algorithm PRIME [2].
This is the �rst and crucial step of the entire HPM algorithm
for delay optimization. We consider retiming during the
cluster formation to obtain better quality result. To get a
minimal delay for clustering and retiming, we binary search
in a range of [lb; ub], where lb is a lower-bound on the delay
computed by assuming every edge has delay of 0, ub is an

1Local interconnect delay can be estimated, and its average can
be lumped into the gate delay d(v) for simplicity.

HPM(NL; L;D)

Input: netlist NL, area bound L, and delay ratio D
Output: partitioning B, cutsize c(B), and delay �(B)

1. C0 = NL;
2. C1 = PRIME(L;D);
3. C1 = RETIMING(C1);
4. for (i = 2 to h)
5. Ci = ESC(Ci�1);
6. for (i = h downto 1)
7. M = PM(Bi);
8. Bi�1 = xLR(Ci; Bi;M);
9. B = RETIMING(B0);
10. return B, c(B), and �(B);

Figure 3: Description of HPM algorithm.

upper-bound computed by assuming every edge has delay
of D (the global interconnect delay). For each target delay,
we use label computation (to be explained later) to check
its feasibility, i.e., if there exists a clustering and retiming
solution with delay of no more than the target value. After
getting the minimum delay, we can obtain a clustering solu-
tion and perform optimal retiming on the clustered circuit
to get the minimum delay.

Let G(V;EG;W ) be the retiming graph of the original
circuit. Each gate v has delay d(v), and each edge e(u; v)
has delay d(e) = D if u and v are in di�erent clusters, and
d(e) = 0 otherwise. The edge length, denoted length(e), of
edge e(u; v) is de�ned to be �� � w(e) + d(v) for a target
delay �. The path length, denoted length(p), of a path p
is
P

e2p
length(e). Intuitively, the length of a path repre-

sents the node delay on the path less the delay which can
be reduced with retiming. Let dC(e) denote the delay of
edge e in a clustered circuit C. Accordingly, the length of
an edge e in C, denoted lengthC(e), is length(e) + dC(e).
The path length of a path p in C, denoted lengthC(p), isP

e2p
lengthC(e). The l-value lC(v) of a node v in C is

the maximum path length from primary inputs to v in C.
Based on the retiming theory in [13], the authors of [17]
showed that:

Theorem 1 In a clustered circuit C of a sequential circuit

with a target clock period �, if there is a primary output

whose l-value is greater than �, C cannot be retimed to �
or less. On the other hand, if the l-values of all primary

outputs are less than or equal to �, C can be retimed to a

delay less than �+D.

Accordingly, we can check if the delay of a clustered cir-
cuit C is larger than � or not by computing node l-values.
For a target delay �, let node label of node v, denoted lopt(v),
be the minimum lC(v) among all clustered circuits C. Based
on Theorem 1, to check if there exists a feasible clustering so-
lution for a given �, we can compute node labels and check if
lopt(v) � � for every primary output v. With binary search,
we can compute a clustering with retiming solution with a
delay of less than �min + D, where �min is the minimum
delay. Notice, however, that in order to achieve a delay of
less than �min + D node duplication is needed which can
increase the circuit size signi�cantly. In our work, we form
a duplication-free clustering solution at the cost of larger
delay.

3.3 Cutsize Driven Clustering

In the second step of the clustering phase of HPM, we use
a cutsize driven multi-level clustering algorithm ESC (Edge
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Figure 4: (a) Illustration of cost function r(x) used in xLR.
(b) Illustration of MRP (Multiple Rollback Point) scheme.

Separability based Clustering) [5]. ESC is an e�cient graph
search based bottom-up clustering algorithm. Unlike exist-
ing algorithms that are based on local connectivity informa-
tion of the netlist such as edge weights, ESC exploits more
global connectivity information edge separability to guide
clustering process. For given edge e = (x; y) in an edge
weighted undirected graph U(V;EU ;WU), edge separability
of e is de�ned as the minimum cutsize among the cuts sepa-
rating x and y in U . Thus, computing the edge separability
for a given edge e = (x; y) is equivalent to �nding the x-y
mincut. Direct computation of edge separability for all edges
in U requires max-ow computation for jEU j times, which
is extremely time-consuming. ESC provides an e�cient way
to estimate separability of all edges in U in O(jV j log jV j)
time without using any ow computation. ESC is a bottom-
up clustering algorithm, where clusters grow from the con-
traction of edges. Each vertex belongs to its own cluster
initially, and clusters grow from greedy merging of edges
based on the estimation of edge separability computed by
ESC. ESC clustering algorithm can be applied repeatedly to
build multi-level cluster hierarchy. Then partitioning can
apply on each level of the hierarchy while propagating par-
titioning information, starting from the top to bottom.

3.4 Cutsize and Delay Driven Re�nement

During the re�nement phase of HPM, we use xLR partitioning
[6] for simultaneous cutsize and delay minimization. xLR is
an extension of cutsize driven partitioning algorithm LR [3]
to consider both cutsize and delay during cell moves. xLR

tries to avoid having cyclic dependency among partitions
so that critical paths do not cross the partition boundary
multiple times. Since xLR adopts cost function that reects
cutsize and delay into the cell move gain formulation, xLR
serves as an excellent choice for re�nement after the decom-
position of clusters. Assuming topological ordering of V in
G(V;EG;W ) is from partition Bf to Bt, xLR uses the size of
backward edge set jV j = jfeje = (x; y) 2 E; x 2 Bt; y 2 Bfgj
to represent the degree of acyclic constraint violation. Then,
xLR tries to minimize jV j instead of requiring V to be ;. The
cell move gain based on this concept can be represented in
terms of r(x) as illustrated in Figure 4-(a). We refer inter-
ested readers to [6] for more details on the algorithm and
experimental results that demonstrate its e�ectiveness on
cutsize and delay minimization.

In addition, we examine the property of cell move based
algorithms and propose a scheme named MRP (Multiple
Rollback Point). The rational behind MRP scheme is to
choose a partition with good delay that does not compro-
mise cutsize at the end of single pass of cell moves. MRP
scheme can prevent the time-consuming evaluation of delay
upon each cell move in order to �nd a solution with good

cutsize and delay partition. In conventional FM algorithm,
only single solution that minimizes the cutsize during each
pass is kept. As depicted in Figure 4-(b), FM returns m3 as
the best partition observed so far. In MRP scheme. how-
ever, we keep multiple partitions that maintain good cutsize
from which we select the one that gives the best delay result.
During each pass, we maintain a priority queue to maintain
k best-cutsize partitions with unique cutsize value (m1, m2,
and m3 in Figure 4-(b)). At the end of pass, we compute
delay of each kept partition to select the best-delay one.
The reason we decide to keep unique-cutsize solutions is to
sample various local minimum points for good cutsize/delay
result.

4 Experimental Result

4.1 Experimental Setting

We implemented our algorithms in C++/STL, compiled
with gcc v2.4, and tested on SUN ULTRA SPARC60 at
360Mhz. We obtained the latest binary executable of hMetis
[11] (v1.5.3) for the evaluation. The benchmark set consists
of 7 ISCAS circuits and 4 large scale industrial designs pro-
vided by our industrial sponsor. Detailed statistics of the
circuits can be found in our technical report [7]. We report
cutsize, delay, and runtime from 16-way partitioning results
obtained by recursively applying bipartitioning for all algo-
rithms except for HPM, where HPM generates the blocks si-
multaneously. The bipartitioning area balance skew is set
to [.45, .55], which is equivalent to [0:454 = 0.041, 0:554 =
0.092] for the 16-way partitioning. Runtimes are measured
in seconds, and cutsizes are based on \Cost 1" metric that
reports the number of hyper-edges that span more than sin-
gle block.

We assume that all gates have unit area and unit delay,
while primary inputs, primary outputs and ip-ops have no
area2 and no delay. We apply retiming [13] on all algorithms
used in our experiments as a post delay re�nement process.
We use D = 5 for the current 0:18�m technology according
to Table 2 and L = 10 according to Section 4.2 throughout
the entire experiments unless speci�ed otherwise. We use (i)
FM [9] and hMetis [11] for the de facto standard and state-of-
the-art conventional cutsize driven partitioning algorithms,
and (ii) PRIME [2], FLARE [6], and HPM for the state-of-the-art
delay driven partitioning algorithms for an extensive analy-
sis on cutsize/delay tradeo�.

4.2 Choice of Cluster Size

Figure 5 shows the impact of PRIME cluster size limit L on
cutsize and delay. Figure 5-(a) reveals the relation L vs
cutsize, and Figure 5-(b) reveals the relation L vs delay.
We observe that cutsize degrades but delay improves as L
increases. PRIME tends to form more unbalanced clusters in
terms of size distribution as L increases, giving subsequent
partitioner higher chance of getting stuck in a local cutsize
minima. As L increases, however, delay tends to improve
due to higher exibility in forming good quality clusters.
We observe that L = 10 establishes a good tradeo� between
cutsize and delay.

2We do not consider the area of ip-ops because their positions
are not yet determined until the �nal step of retiming. It is possible
that we violate partitioning area balance constraint if the area of
ip-ops is required to be non-zero. In such a case, we may need to
perform a post-process to balance partition area.
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delay result of HPM. Benchmark circuit ind1 is used.

4.3 Overall Comparison

Table 1 reveals the overall cutsize and delay comparison
among all partitioning algorithms mentioned in this paper.
First of all, Table 1 shows the impact of retiming on de-
lay. The columns \bfr" and \aft" respectively denote delay
results before and after retiming. We observe that delay
results always improve upon retiming regardless of parti-
tioning objectives. In addition, the margin of improvement
is larger for FM compared to other algorithms. Note that
cutsize is not a�ected by the retiming process since mov-
ing a ip-op f across partition boundary will not change
the cut-state of a net n that is incident to f . These retim-
ing results are the best possible ones since PRIME, the �rst
step of the clustering phase of HPM, ensures the optimality
as discussed in Section 3.2.

We summarize our observations in what follows. First,
HPM obtains (i) 14% better delay compared to the state-of-
the-art cutsize driven hMetis [11] at the expense of 19%
increase in cutsize, and (ii) 81% better cutsize compared to
the state-of-the-art delay driven PRIME [2] at the expense of
6% increase in delay. In addition, the delay advantage of
HPM over hMetis is expected to increase for the future tech-
nology as shown in Section 4.4. Second, the conventional
cutsize driven partitioning hMetis improves both the cut-
size and delay of FM. This illustrates the side-e�ect of cutsize
minimization objective on delay minimization. However, ex-
perimental results indicate that the delay of hMetis can still
be further improved by HPM while maintaining comparable
cutsize quality. Third, HPM signi�cantly improves the cut-
size of PRIME with a surprising margin of 81.4%. In addi-
tion, HPM obtains delay result that is only 6.2% worse than
quasi-optimal PRIME. Runtime is also improved by 67.9%.

4.4 Impact of Delay Ratio

Table 2 shows the Elmore delay computation of local vs
global interconnect for 5 technology generations based on
NTRS '97 parameters [8]. It is used to determine the delay
ratio D for each technology generation. The wire length
l and wire width w are chosen according to [8], and the
driver resistance Rd and loading capacitance CL are 10� and
100� the minimum device for local and global interconnect,
respectively.

Figure 6 shows the impact of delay ratio increase on cut-
size and delay. As shown in Table 2, D is expected to in-
crease as the technology advances into deeper sub-micron.
The state-of-the-art conventional cutsize driven partition-
ing algorithm hMetis and performance driven delay driven
HPM are used to illustrate the prediction. Figure 6-(a) illus-
trates D vs cutsize, and Figure 6-(b) illustrates D vs delay.
First, we observe that cutsize is not a�ected by the delay
ratio change. hMetis obtains 16% better cutsize for the 5
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Figure 6: Impact of delay ratio increase on cutsize and delay
for hMetis vs HPM. The computation of corresponding D is
shown in Table 2.

current and future technologies compared to HPM, but this
trend stays una�ected by the delay ratio change. However,
it is clear from Figure 6-(b) that delay of both hMetis and
HPM is a�ected by change in D. The rate of delay increase of
hMetis is faster than that of HPM, and 13.5% delay advan-
tage of HPM over hMetis for the current 0:18�m technology
is expected to increase to 23.2% for 0:07�m technology.

5 Conclusion and Ongoing Work

We studied the performance driven circuit partitioning prob-
lem and presented an e�cient algorithm HPM that simulta-
neously considers cutsize and delay minimization. HPM con-
siders local and global interconnect delay and provides wide
variety of cutsize/delay tradeo� points. HPM builds a multi-
level cluster hierarchy and performs various re�nement while
gradually decomposing the clusters for simultaneous cutsize
and delay minimization. Our experiments demonstrate the
e�ectiveness as well as justi�cation for each step involved in
HPM. Finally, HPM obtains very competitive cutsize and delay
results compared to the state-of-the-art hMetis and PRIME.
Our ongoing studies include (i) the impact of cell duplica-
tion during PRIME on cutsize and delay, and (ii) geometric
embedding based performance driven partitioning.
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Table 1: Cutsize and delay comparison among various partitioning algorithms. \bfr" and \aft" respectively denote delay
results before and after retiming. RATIO is relative to HPM results. TIME denotes the sum of total CPU time elapsed for all
benchmark circuits.
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